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The UK activation library for fusion applications, UKACT1, supersedes the existing
UKCTRIIIA library. It contains neutron induced reaction data for 8719 reactions on 625
target nuclides. The library is used by the inventory code FISPACT which is a modified
version of the existing code FISPIN. A library of decay information for all the 1314 nuclides
involved is also required for calculations and this is also briefly described. UKACT1 will be
used for irradiation calculations and as the starting point for a new version which will
contain improved data for the most important reactions. These will be identified using the
sensitivity subroutine in FISPACT.

1 Introduction
The status of the UK activation library for fusion at the end of 1986 is summarized in

reference 1. The present paper reports further progress with the data library and gives
details of the inventory code FISPACT which has been developed to use the new library.

2 The data library UKACT1
UKACTl is an essentially complete library containing activation cross section data for

neutron induced reactions with thresholds up to 14.9 MeV. Most of the work on this
library has been to ensure completeness rather than in trying to significantly improve the
accuracy of the individual reactions. It contains cross section data in 100-group GAM-II
format for reactions on 625 target nuclides. These are shown in Table 1 and include all
stable isotopes and radionuclides with half lives greater than one day. In addition, some
nuclides with shorter half lives have been included (indicated by * in Table 1) where a
product formed by a single reaction is a long lived nuclide. These reactions are especially
important in some cases e.g. ^T^n^n) 4 4^ where there is no other route for the production

The target nuclides include 49 first isomers(m) and 4 second isomers(n). It is extremely
important that all the isomers for all elements are included because in some cases such as
mHf and 192Ir the second isomers are very long lived (31 and 241 years respectively). In
addition to the 625 target nuclides a further 689 are required as products of reactions or as
decay daughters. The library containing the decay data for all these 1314 nuclides is
described in section 3.

UKACTl is developed from the RE AC library producted by Mann et al2. This was
modified by Gruppelaar et af, with the addition of some missing reactions and
renormalisation of the reactions to the (then) best systematics. Further changes have been
made independently since then by Gruppelaar et al, but these have not been incorporated
in this version of UKACT. To the interim library the following changes have been made.

1 Addition of THRES-G generated cross sections for 162 reactions. These are normalised
using the systematics given by Forrest1,4. THRES-G is a modified version of THRES-F5
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Table 1 Isotopes considered as targets in UKACT1.

Element

H
He
Li
Be
B
C
N
O
F
Ne
Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
CI
Ar
K
Ca
Sc

Ti
V
CΓ

Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga
Ge

As

Se

BΓ

KΓ

Rb

SΓ

Y

Zr
Nb
Mo
Tc
Ru
Rh
Pd

Ag
Cd

In

Atomic Mass

1,2,3
3

6,7

9,10
10,11
12,13,14
14,15
16,17,18
19

20,21,22
22,23
24,25,26
26,27
28,29,30,31*,32
31,32,33
32,33,34,35,36
35,36,37
36,37,38,39,40,41*,42
39,40,41,42*
40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48
44m,45,46,47,48
44,45*,46,47,48,49,50
48,49,50,51
50,51,52,53,54
52,53,54,55
54,55,56,57,58,59,60
56,57,58,59,60
56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,66
63,64*,65,67
64,65,66,67,68,70,72

67,69,71
68,69,70,71,72,73,74,76
71,72,73,74,75,76,77
72,73*,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,82
77,79,81,82
78,79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86
83,84,85,86,87
82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90

87,88,89,90,91
88,89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96
91,91m,92,92m,93,93m,94,95,95m
92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,100
95,95m,96,97,97m,98,99
96,97,98,99,100,101,102,103,104,105,106
99,101,101m,102,102m,103,105
100,101*,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109*,110
105,106m,107,108m,109,110m,lll

106,108,109,110,lll,112,113,113m,114,115,115m,116
lll,113,114m,115

Number

3
1
2
2
2
3
2
3
1
3
2
3
2
5
3

5
3
7
4
9
5
7
4
5
4
7
5

10
4

7
3
8
7

10
4
9
5
9
5
9
9
9
7

11
7

11

7
12

4
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Table 1 Continued.

Element

Sn

Sb
Te

I
Xe
Cs
Ba
La
Ce
PΓ

Nd
Pm
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb
Dy
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb
Lu
Hf
Ta
W
Re
Os
Ir
Pt
Au

Hg
Tl
Pb
Bi
Po

Atomic Mass

112 113 114 115 116 117 117m 118 119 119m 120 121 121m
122,123,124,125,126
119,120m,121,122,123,124,125,126,127
118,119,119m,120,121,121m,122,123,123m,124,125,125m,126,
127*,127m,128,129*,129m,130,131m,132
124,125,126,127,128*,129,130*,131

124,125*,126,127,128,129,129m,130,131,131m,132,133,133m, 134,136
129,131,132,133,134,135,136,137
128,129*,130,131,132,133,133m,134,135,135m,136,137,138, 139*,140
137,138,139,140,141*
136,137m,138,139,140,141,142,143,144
141,142*,143

140,141*,142,143,144,145,146,147,148,149*,150
143,144,145,146,147,148,148m,149,150*,151
144,145,146,147,148,149,150,151,152,153,154

145,146,147,148,149,150,150m,151,152,152m,153,154,155,156
146,147,148,149,150,151,152,153,154,155,156,157,158,159M60
153,154*,155,156,156n,157,158,159,160,161
154,155*,156,157*,158,159,160,161,162,163,164,165*,166
163,165,166,166m
162,164,165*,166,167,168,169,170,171*,172
165,166*,167,168,169,170,171,172
166,168,169,170,171,172,173,174,175,176
169,170,171,172,173,174,174m,175,176,177,177m
174,175,176>177,178,178n,179,179n,180,180m,181,182
177,179,180,180m,181,182,183
178,180,181,182,183,184,185,186,187,188
181*,182,183,184,184m,185,186,186m,187,188*,189
184,185,186,187,188,189,190,191,192,193,194
188,189,190,191,192,192n,193,193m,194,194m
190,191,192,193,193m,194,195,195m,196,197*,198
194,195,196,197,198,198m,199
194,195*,195m,196,197,198,199,200,201,202,203,204
200,201,202,203,204,205
202,203,204,205,206,207,208,209*,210
205,206,207,208,209,210,210m
206,207*,208,209,210

Sum of target isotopes

Number

18

9
21

8
15
8

15
5
9
3

11
10
11

14
15
10
13
4

10
8

10
11
12

7
10
11
11
10
11
7

12
6
9

7
5

625

with new systematics, graphical output and automatic generation of isomeric cross sections
in the 100-group format. The latter is achieved by including data on all known isomeric
states and checking to see if a product has isomers. If it has, then the total reaction cross
section is split by the appropriate isomer ratio and two (or more) cross section records are
written. In some cases there is a substantial energy difference between the isomer and
ground state and this is taken into account by varying the threshold for the production of
the isomer and the ground state. For this version of the library a very simple formula is
used to give the isomer ratio. For all reactions it is assumed that the ratio is given by
equation 1

(1)
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where Jm is the isomer spin. Equation 1 describes a nuclide where only g and m states
exist. If n is also present then similar expressions describe the splitting between the three
states.

Better systematic formulae for individual reactions have recently been published by
Kopecky and Gruppelaar6, and it is planned to incorporate these into THRES-G for future
versions of the library.

2 Many more isomeric states have been considered in the present library. This has meant
additional THRES-G calculations to replace existing reactions where product isomers
were missing. In cases where the product isomer was present in the interim library but set
to 1 even when the isomer spin was greater than 7, the cross sections have been rescaled to
give an isomer ratio of 10~2. However, when this change was made by the editor program
no account was taken of the differing thresholds between the isomer and ground states.

Another problem that has been corrected in UKACT1 is the proper assignment of
isomer (m and n) labels. Previous libraries only consider one possible isomer per nuclide.
This means that if the second isomer is longer lived than the first, then the first isomer is
ignored and the second isomer has the label m.

3 Many new capture reactions have been included. The processing code NJOY7 was used
to give 100-group cross sections using data from the JEF1 library for 176 nuclides. These
include cases where no capture data are present in the interim library or where the data are
estimated using capture data from another reaction. In addition some missing reactions
were taken from the ACTL8 library, after processing to produce the 100-group format. If
data are unavailable from either of these sources then data for the nearest target nuclide
with the same odd/even structure for number of neutrons and protons are used. In all cases
if isomers exist as targets, exactly the same cross section as from the ground state is used.
In the case of isomers as products the same isomer ratio as given in equation 1 is used.
4 Excitation of isomers by neutron interaction is calculated using the THRES-G code from
the g or m states to the m and n states. However, there is no provision in the code for
automatic calculation of superelastic collisions where the incoming neutron de-excites the
nucleus from an m or n state to the ground state. These cases are estimated by the
following algorithms:

c{Xm(n,n')X«] = \o[XS{n,n')Xm}
if only g and m exist, and

o[Xn(n,n')Xm] = d[Xn(n,n')X*] = \{d{X*(n,n')Xm] + o[Xs(n,n')Xn])
if g, m and n exist.

5 With a library of such a large size (70161 card records) it is most important to have some
systematic check that all possible reactions are included in the library. To provide this a
checking program called CHECK has been written. This reads the index of target nuclides
(essentially Table 1) and for each target checks that all of the standard twelve reactions
shown in Figure 1 are present in the library. It is a reasonably sophisticated in that the
'boxes' generated for each reaction are split into two or three parts if product isomers exist.-
The 3x3 character symbols indicate whether the cross section in the library is zero (0) or if
there are 1,2 or 3 routes. Multiple routes mean for example, that (n,np) and (n,d) cross
sections are given separately even though the same product nuclide is formed. An asterisk
indicates that the reaction is missing.

Also shown in each box is the source of the decay data for that nuclide. 'STB' indicates a
stable nuclide, ' JEF that the data comes from the JEF1 file and 'TRF that the data are
taken from The Table of Radioactive Isotopes9. If no decay data exist in the decay library
then the symbol' —' is shown. CHECK prints a list of all the missing reactions and gives
summary statistics on the whole library.
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Table 2 Summary statistics of the library UKACT1 produced by the code CHECK.

STATISTICS FOR LIBRARY

NUMBER OF TARGET NUCLIDES : 625

NUMBER OF MISSING REACTIONS :

NUMBER OF REACTIONS WITH ZERO CROSS SECTION :

NUMBER OF REACTIONS WITH ONE ROUTE : 6936

NUMBER OF REACTIONS WITH TWO ROUTES : 888

NUMBER OF REACTIONS WITH THREE ROUTES : 1

NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL REACTIONS : 10

NUMBER OF NON ZERO REACTIONS IN BOXES : 7825

1208

NUCLIDE : PT195

MAT NUMBER : 1207

M
PT:

000
0 0
000

TRI

G
93

000
0 0
000

TRI

CN,3N>

N 1 M 1 G
IR192

X X
X

X X

JEF

000
0 0
000

JEF

000
0 0
000

JEF

<N,NT>"

M
OS

1

1

TRI

G
91

1
1
1

TRI

<N,NA>

PT194

1
1
1

STABLE

CN,2N>
M 1 G
IR193

222
2

222

TRI

222
2

222

STB

<N,T>

M
OS:

1
1
1

TRI

G
92

1
1
1

STB

<N,A

M
PT:

1
1
1

TRI

(N,N
M

G
95
88888

8 88ft 8
88888
88888
STB
88888
j

G
IR194

222
2

222

TRI

CN,D

M
OS:

X X
X

TRI

<N,H

222
2

222

TRI

G
93

000
0 0
000

TRI

PT196

1
1
1

STABLE

(N,G>

M 1 G
IR195

1
1
1

TRI

1
1
1

TRI

CN,P>

OS194

000
0 0
000

JEF

(N,2P)

KEY TO BOXES

X REACTION MISSING
0 REACTION HAS ZERO CROSS SECTION
1 REACTION HAS ONE ROUTE
2 REACTION HAS TWO ROUTES
3 REACTION HAS THREE ROUTES

DECAY DATA MISSING
JEF DECAY DATA FROM JEF LIBRARY
TIR DECAY DATA FROM TABLE OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
STB STABLE NUCLIDE

G M N REFER TO ISOMERS
S8#8ft TARGET NUCLIDE

Figure 1 The output of CHECK for 195Pt, a similar output is produced for each of the other
624 targets.
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The listings of the missing reactions for the interim libraries were checked. In many of
the cases the reactions had been considered by THRES-G, but had not been printed
because they were zero. This indicates that either the threshold is too high or that the cross
section is smaller than the built in lower limit of 10- 7 barns in THRES-G. In a later version
it may be sensible to reduce this limit further. In other cases the listed reactions really were
missing and these (n,y), (n,n'), isomer and superelastic reactions were added. The
summary statistics produced by CHECK are shown in Table 2. The entry 'additional
reactions' refers to reactions which do not fit into the 3x4 box format and these are mostly
break-up type reactions e.g. 12C(n,n2ar)4He. Only four out of the ten additional reactions
are in fact non-zero.

Within the following constraints it is believed that the 100-group format of UKACTl is

complete. The constraints are: all nuclides with Z=s84 and with half lives greater than one

day and additional nuclides with long lived reaction products are considered as targets, and

cross sections are set to zero by THRES-G if less than 10~7 barns. Tests are underway at

Imperial College to check whether the criterion for selection of targets of one day half life

is adequate. It is however believed that most future effort will be put into an improvement

in accuracy rather than an addition of reactions. This will be done by utilizing more

sophisticated codes as indicated in reference 1 for important reactions identified by the

sensitivity work.

3 The decay data library UKDECAY1

In addition to the cross section data for the target nuclides the inventory code also
requires radioactive decay data for the target and short lived product nuclides formed
either by reactions or by decay. FISPACT reads the decay data in ENDF/BV format and it
is therefore possible to use existing JEF1 evaluations for most of the nuclides. In all 1314
nuclides require data, although for the 266 stable isotopes only identifying information is
needed. Where data are not available in the JEF1 library, data were extracted by hand
from the handbook Table of Radioactive Isotopes9. In a very few cases half life data were
taken from Tuli10 and decay energies were estimated from β-values. The following data
are converted into the ENDF/BV format for the 435 nuclides:

1) chemical symbol, mass number and isomeric state,
2) half life,
3) average gamma, beta and alpha energies,
4) number of decay modes,
5) branching ratio to each daughter.

For the average energies the following conventions were followed, using the notation of
reference 9.
Average gamma energy = (y) + (IB)
Average beta energy = (j8 -) + ^ + ) + (e)
Average alpha energy = (a)

If data are not given then the following rules were applied:

For fi~ decay, if (y) is not given then (y) = \Q and (j3) = (y)

if <y) is given then </8> = \{Qfi- - (y>).

For /S+ decay, define e = \{QE — 2mec
2), from neighbouring nuclides estimate

fP (= % 0 + ) and set <y> = (1 - fp)e and (fi) = ffie.
If e < 0 then assume (/?) = 0 and choose (y) from available photon data.

For a decay, define (a) = a x branching fraction for or decay.
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For these constructed ENDF/B V files no spectral data are included, because of the time
required to input so many data by hand, for nuclides that are expected to be of limited
importance. However, as discussed in section 4 the spectral data are estimated by
FISPACT so that dose rates from the 435 nuclides are not ignored. If subsequent inventory
runs indicate that any of these nuclides contribute significantly to the total dose rate, then
spectral data will be input or other evaluations used.

In a few cases e.g. 172Ho there are no data available in either references 9 or 10. For these
nuclides a suitable value of half life and Qβ are estimated. In many decays the daughter can
be in either the ground of isomeric state. The branching ratios were calculated using
Lederer11, although only in a few cases with long lived isomers would this be important. If
data are not available in Lederer, it is assumed that all the decays went to the ground or
isomeric state depending on spins. All these estimates are unlikely to effect the overall
result as the isomers are either short lived or decay by isomeric transition to the ground
state.

In the case of 180Ta the identity of the g and m states as given by reference 9 have been
reversed. This is because the long lived state (2.8 1013 years) is present in natural Ta, and it
is sensible to have the ground state and not the isomer input if natural Ta is present in any
material to be irradiated.

4 The inventory code FISPACT
Reference 1 indicates the reasons for the UK changing from the inventory code

ORIGEN to FISPIN for calculations using the present library. Many changes have been
made to FISPIN to enable the much larger data libraries to be read and stored, and to
make the output more relevant to fusion applications. It was decided not to incorporate
these changes within the existing version of FISPIN as this would have made the code large
and clumsy for users of both the fission and fusion parts. Rather it was decided to put the
fusion options in a separate code FISPACT based on the calculational routines of FISPIN
but with modified input and output. The new code will be maintained alongside FISPIN so
that the codes will remain a closely linked pair for the applications of power reactor and
activation calculations.

The most important change has been in the sizes of the internal arrays necessitated by
the large size of the activation data libraries. The main array which stores cross section and
decay data is now 75000 words, an increase by a factor of more than two from FISPIN. The
calculational method of FISPIN is based on the work of Sidell12 and uses an exponential
form in the first order Taylor expansion. This method has been shown to be efficient and
reliable for stiff differential equations and the calculational routines are used unchanged in
FISPACT. Many new subroutines have been added and these are described in outline
below.

ENDFP Inputs decay data in ENDF/BV format.

COLLAP Uses a 100-group neutron spectrum to collapse the 100-group cross section
library into a suitable l~group library.

MASSIN FISPIN needs the material to be specified by the number of atoms of each
isotope. This subroutine enables the total mass and percentage of each element to be input.
It then calculates the number of atoms of each isotope from natural abundance data.

HAZINP This reads in information on biological hazards, i.e. the committed effective dose
equivalent (CEDE) for ingestion and inhalation (Sv/Bq) from an external file. This is
derived from the latest version of the RAPID database held by the National Radiological
Protection Board and described in references 13 and 14.
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DOSES The surface contact dose from gamma emissions above 100 keV is calculated in the
approximation of contact with an infinite slab of the irradiated material. Both the dose rate
due to individual nuclides and the total dose rate are calculated.

BREM A correction to the dose rate due to bremsstrahlung radiation from high energy β
particles can be calculated for any specified nuclide. This can be important if a nuclide
gives very little y radiation, but has a high energy /3 emission. The subroutine uses a
weighted average Z value for the whole material to evaluate the correction.

In addition to these new routines, existing routines are modified to give more features,
these include the following.

1 Sensitivity information in the form (dN'JN))/(do/Oj) for specified nuclide Ni and cross
section <x. It has been shown by James15 that these differential coefficients can be
calculated in a very similar fashion as the inventory equations. Thus without much
additional computing time the sensitivities can be generated and used to predict the most
important reactions in the different pathways to formation of nuclides and also give
estimates of the error of nuclide concentrations based on error estimates of the cross
sections.

2 Reading and processing of the data libraries into the internal arrays is a CPU intensive
operation. The code therefore writes a very condensed version of the data libraries
(basically the data in the main array A) at the same time as doing the initial read. This
condensed form can then be used for all subsequent calculations.
3 Files for nuclides which have been specially made in ENDF/BV format contain no
spectral data. In order to estimate the contribution these nuclides make to the total dose
rate and so decide if the data are really necessary, a spectrum is calculated based on the
averages so as to give an exponentially decreasing intensity as a function of energy. These
nuclides are flagged in the output and a percentage of the estimated doses to the total is
calculated.
4 New output more suitable for fusion activation calculations is produced by FISPACT.

FISPACT is presently being documented and tested. It is expected that a first version
will be available in the near future for trial use.

5 Summary and conclusions

A new inventory code FISPACT based on the calculational methods of FISPIN has been
written. This is able to read and process the large cross section and decay data libraries
necessary for activation calculations. The cross section library UKACT1 contains
100-group data for 625 targets covering 8719 reactions. This is an initial version and work
is in hand to improve the accuracy of the most important reactions based on sensitivity
calculations. The decay library UKDECAY1 consists of ENDF/BV files for 1314 nuclides
and the file UKDOSE1 contains hazard data for ingestion and inhalation for 241 nuclides.

Inventory calculations for the first wall of a solid breeder DEMO16 type reactor are due
to start soon to ascertain the changes that the larger database has on the conclusions about
acceptable amounts of elements in structural materials. Although UKACT1 and FISPACT
have been developed for fusion applications, there is no reason why they could not be used
with other spectra in fission activation. In these situations with a high proportion of
thermal neutrons more effort would be needed to improve the capture reactions in the
library.
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